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ABSTRACT

Background Simulation-based training is currently embedded in most health professions education curricula. Without evidence

for how trainees think about their simulation-based learning, some training techniques may not support trainees’ learning

strategies.

Objective This study explored how residents think about and self-regulate learning during a lumbar puncture (LP) training

session using a simulator.

Methods In 2010, 20 of 45 postgraduate year 1 internal medicine residents attended a mandatory procedural skills training boot

camp. Independently, residents practiced the entire LP skill on a part-task trainer using a clinical LP tray and proper sterile

technique. We interviewed participants regarding how they thought about and monitored their learning processes, and then we

conducted a thematic analysis of the interview data.

Results The analysis suggested that participants considered what they could and could not learn from the simulator; they

developed their self-confidence by familiarizing themselves with the LP equipment and repeating the LP algorithmic steps.

Participants articulated an idiosyncratic model of learning they used to interpret the challenges and successes they experienced.

Participants reported focusing on obtaining cerebrospinal fluid and memorizing the ‘‘routine’’ version of the LP procedure. They

did not report much thinking about their learning strategies (eg, self-questioning).

Conclusions During simulation-based training, residents described assigning greater weight to achieving procedural outcomes

and tended to think that the simulated task provided them with routine, generalizable skills. Over this typical 1-hour session,

trainees did not appear to consider their strategic mindfulness (ie, awareness and use of learning strategies).

Introduction

Simulation-based training has become a standard

component of the curriculum at many medical

schools and residency training programs in North

America.1 Despite this widespread use, health profes-

sions education researchers have not developed a full

understanding of trainees’ conceptions of learning (ie,

their system of knowledge and beliefs about learning)

in the simulation environment. Without an under-

standing of trainees’ strategies and beliefs about

learning, educators run the risk of designing training

experiences that unintentionally hinder rather than

promote skill acquisition.2 There is a need for

systematic studies of how cycles of learning unfold

in authentic training contexts, like the simulation

environment.3–5

Previously, researchers interviewed trainees about

their perceptions and experiences during simulation-

based training, with a primary focus on how the

simulated experience reflected participants’ clinical

practice.6,7 Researchers in nursing interviewed stu-

dents and found that they situated their learning by

identifying the benefits and limitations of simulation-

based training when practicing ‘‘fundamental nurs-

ing’’8 and urethral catheterization skills.9 Researchers

in medicine used a technique called self-regulated

learning (SRL) microanalysis to ask students brief

open-ended questions before, during, and after

performing simulated venipuncture4 and a paper-

based diagnostic reasoning task.7 In those studies,

medical students reported using strategies to accom-

plish the task, like identifying contextual factors when

making a diagnosis, yet most did not report thinking

strategically about learning, like modifying an inef-

fective learning plan.10

To expand our understanding, researchers must

study how trainees’ thinking about learning evolves

throughout a longer training session, as most resi-

dency training programs now use simulation ‘‘boot

camps’’ (ie, half-day to full-week intensive training

courses).11 While some of these programs have

implemented training to a mastery standard, most

do not have the faculty or equipment that mastery
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training requires. Thus, it is common for trainees to

practice on simulators without consistent, direct

instruction, requiring them to self-regulate their

learning during significant portions of training.

Simulation-based training is ideal for studying how

trainees learn to learn, as the modality encourages

learning without the distractions of patient care and

allows trainees to concentrate on their individual

experiences and SRL.4 We define SRL as learning,

with or without supervision, by an individual who

actively modulates affect (ie, emotions), cognition,

and behavior using supports designed to facilitate

achievement of desired learning goals.12,13 To be

successful, trainees must self-regulate how they learn

foundational content, how they use content to

accomplish a task, and how they use strategies to

learn the content and its clinical applications.

Learning of content and learning of strategies may

not occur hand-in-hand; for example, a trainee may

choose to repetitively practice a specific aspect of

lumbar puncture (LP; eg, setting up the manometer),

yet he or she may not self-monitor how well his or her

goals are accomplished during those repetitions.

Theorists have defined the latter capability as the

awareness and use of effective learning strategies,

which they term ‘‘strategic content learning’’14 or

‘‘strategic mindfulness.’’4 Recent evidence suggests

that clinical trainees benefit when they are guided to

be mindful of effective learning strategies, such as

using self-questioning to improve clinical reason-

ing.3,15

We studied how postgraduate year (PGY) 1

residents think about and regulate their learning,

particularly whether and how they exhibit strategic

mindfulness during training on 2 clinical scenarios (ie,

easy and difficult) using a part-task LP simulator.

Methods
Design and Participants

We conducted this interview study in the context of a

larger trial comparing SRL to instructor-led train-

ing.16 Forty-five of 49 PGY-1 internal medicine

residents (92%) participated in the larger trial. We

randomly assigned 20 of the participants (44%) to a

SRL group, representing our criterion sample.17

Thirteen residents reported having performed 0 to 2

previous LPs, and 3 reported performing more than 5

(overall range, 0 to 10 LPs; median, 1). Thus, we

sampled a heterogeneous spectrum of novices, all

having performed 10 or fewer previous LPs.

Data Collection

Participants were not required to complete any

prereading prior to the simulation intervention. At

the start of the session, we informed them that the

objective was to learn LP, and we did not provide a

specific orientation toward focusing either on the

procedure’s processes (ie, steps of LP) or outcomes (ie,

attaining cerebrospinal fluid [CSF]). Thus, we allowed

residents to interpret the objective and set their own

goals. Residents knew the course would end with a

posttest for study purposes, and that their program

would not use the test scores.

Participants in the SRL group were sequestered

from their peers to ensure that they learned indepen-

dently. Six to 8 trainees participated in the course per

day over a total of 3 days. Participants had access to

an instructional video18 as a resource during 50

minutes of practice on 2 versions (easy and difficult)

of the same LP simulator (Kyoto Kagaku Co Ltd,

Kyoto, Japan). The easy version simulated a patient of

average weight, whereas the difficult version simulat-

ed an obese patient, a version that was more difficult

for residents to identify landmarks. They began

practice on the easy simulator and self-regulated

when to transition to the difficult simulator (progres-

sion point) and when to undertake the posttest of

their LP performance. Thus, they did not receive

explicit instructions for either decision. During

practice, instructors did not provide explicit perfor-

mance feedback, so participants relied on their own

self-judgments. Immediately following the posttest,

participants interacted 1-on-1 with an instructor for

feedback and guidance. This directed self-regulated

learning intervention has been shown to be compa-

rable to, and in some ways better than, training in a

1:4 instructor to trainee ratio.16

Two investigators (R.B., R.H.) developed the

interview guide using relevant SRL literature. After

reaching consensus on the guide, the investigators

conducted 2 semistructured interviews: (1) when

participants decided to transition between the easy

and difficult simulators (progression point inter-

What was known and gap
Simulation-based training is common, but there is an
incomplete understanding about how trainees regulate their
learning using this educational technology.

What is new
This study explored residents’ awareness and use of learning
strategies as they self-regulated their learning using a lumbar
puncture simulator.

Limitations
Small sample and single institution study may limit
generalizability.

Bottom line
Residents mostly used procedural outcomes to define
success and tended not to describe the strategies they used
while learning.
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views), and (2) after interacting with the instructor

(exit interviews). Both interviews lasted the length of

time required to work through the interview guides,

approximately 5 to 10 minutes and 30 to 45 minutes,

respectively. Using indirect questions, we asked

participants to discuss processes related to monitoring

their learning, and how they decided to advance

within and then ultimately end their practice (inter-

view guide provided as online supplemental material).

We did not probe participants on the specifics of LP

skills and did not ask any direct questions about

simulation-based training. As part of the interviews,

we focused on SRL core processes, particularly self-

monitoring (ie, in-the-moment awareness of how

learning is progressing) and self-assessment (ie,

postperformance evaluation).19–21

The University of British Columbia Behavioural

Research Ethics Board approved the study protocol.

Data Analysis

Data analysis used NVivo software (QSR Interna-

tional Pty Ltd, Melbourne, Australia). We did not link

the interview data to any individual, as we were

exploring the aggregate of residents’ thoughts and

behaviors related to strategic mindfulness as the

construct of interest, rather than exploring individual

differences.

We conducted a thematic analysis of the interview

transcripts. Initially, the 2 interviewers (R.B., R.H.)

independently coded 3 randomly selected transcripts,

and a third member with qualitative expertise (M.M.)

was added as a peer debriefer to enhance credibility of

the emerging coding structure.22 During coding, we

read the transcripts multiple times, looking for

patterns and/or unique insights in the data. We coded

the data from both types of interviews together

because the team decided that both addressed our

construct of strategic mindfulness. Coding was (1)

inductive, in that we allowed codes to emerge as we

read the transcripts, and (2) deductive, in that we used

principles from SRL theory as sensitizing concepts to

inform interpretation.23 Therefore, each researcher

generated codes using his or her own informed

perspective while being attentive to emergent, unex-

pected, or disconfirming codes; an approach referred

to as analyst triangulation.24

We met as a group to review each member’s codes.

We went through this process 3 times, iteratively

categorizing codes until the team agreed on a final

grouping of codes they judged as sufficiently repre-

senting the data (TABLE 1). We treated the data

comprehensively, meaning we aimed to account for

all the codes we generated in this final thematic

structure.25

One member of the research team applied the final

thematic structure to all transcripts using NVivo

software. Iterative team meetings during this process

addressed study rigor, including coding reliability. As

a final step, we used NVivo to organize the data

according to our themes and selected representative

quotes to serve as exemplars of each theme. Through-

out this process, we maintained an audit trail,

including research team notes, individual’s prelimi-

nary coding, the evolving grouping of codes into

themes, and our decision process for choosing

representative quotes.

TABLE 1
A List of Our Initial Codes and the Final Themesa

Initial Codes Themes

& Ability to practice repetitively
& Lack of feedback/need for guidance
& Troubleshooting/problem solving
& Realism of the simulator
& Considering transfer between simulation and patient contexts
& Practice without concern for patient harm

Becoming Aware of the Simulation Context

& Confidence linked to familiarity with equipment
& Confidence linked to mastering procedural steps
& Confidence linked to successful outcomes
& Statements suggesting over- or under-confidence

Defining Confidence and Comfort in Context

& Outcome-focused goals
& Summarizing/rehearsing of steps
& Use of self-questioning
& Emergent goals (various)
& Big-picture goals versus minute refinements
& Perceived need for mentorship to build on simulation training
& Awareness that learning in context may not reflect learning with patients

Developing a Model of Learning

a Note that the codes are not listed in any particular order.
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Results

Our analysis resulted in 3 themes that helped us

understand how participants thought about regulat-

ing their learning, and how those thoughts shaped

their self-regulated learning of lumbar puncture: (1)

becoming aware of the simulation context, (2)

defining comfort and confidence in context, and (3)

developing models of learning. Representative quotes

(quotes 1 to 13) for each theme are included in TABLES

2 through 4.

Theme 1: Becoming Aware of the Simulation

Context

Typical educational models used by the simulation

community emphasize the design of the environment

and what it can do for the learner. In medical

education research, for example, SRL is often defined

as the lack of instructor presence, rather than an

activity in which the learner is engaging.12,26 In

contrast with this teacher-centered view, our partic-

ipants articulated an awareness of their agency in

regulating learning (quote 1). Participants were aware

of their control over learning and discussed their

ability to capitalize on affordances of simulation, like

repetitive practice with troubleshooting that does not

affect a patient’s safety (quote 2). Their awareness

made them mindful of the limitations of the

simulation environment, particularly in how the

patient is represented (quote 3). Participants appeared

to analyze the context and largely understood that

their learning was bounded by constraints that

supported and limited what and how they could

learn.

TABLE 2
Representative Quotes for the Theme ‘‘Becoming Aware of the Simulation Context’’

Theme Quotes

Becoming Aware of the Simulation Context Quote 1. ‘‘So definitely I know that I’m learning. I’ve had no experience

from a procedural perspective, so I’ve seen people do taps before, but

unless you actually physically do it, there are so many things that it’s

easy to forget, so I feel like I’ve definitely learned sort of the muscle

memory for myself in terms of what I would do and how I would

approach it. And just getting the feel for how much to put the needle

in, because I think that’s something that you can watch someone else

do, but until you actually have the feeling of it puncturing through, it

doesn’t mean anything unless you actually do it.’’

Quote 2. ‘‘Throughout the session, it became important just to have

many times to practice on the same task over and over again and be

able to troubleshoot on my own.’’

Quote 3. ‘‘Because I thought that after a few times of practice I would

be able to sort of learn the model. You know, a model is a model,

right? It’s not a real patient. Like that difficult patient model was pretty

good because I didn’t expect that. But after a few tries you sort of

learn the pattern; like that’s the thing with just learning on the go.

Like in 1 session, you get used to whatever you’re doing, and then

you try on a real patient and you realize, ‘Oh it’s not quite the same

thing,’ right?’’

TABLE 3
Representative Quotes for the Theme ‘‘Defining Confidence and Comfort in Context’’

Theme Quotes

Defining Confidence and Comfort in Context Quote 4. ‘‘I guess just the comfort of using the different equipment,

holding and positioning it in my hands and kind of maneuvering

different things, just yourself and 2 hands. Like, you know, to get

more comfortable doing that throughout the night made me feel like

I was learning something and becoming more comfortable.’’

Quote 5. ‘‘And the second was being familiar with all the equipment

and have sort of refined the procedures in my mind, exactly the steps

I was going to take. And once I was confident that I knew the order

that I was going to do things and had the successful tap, I felt like I

was OK to go on to the next simulator.’’

Quote 6. ‘‘So fine-tuning, I think, to me is taking a technique that you

feel pretty confident in doing and then just going the extra mile to

make sure that you’re doing things like exactly correct, I guess.’’
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Theme 2: Defining Confidence and Comfort in

Context

Participants explained that they linked their self-

confidence to associated feelings of comfort and to

specific environmental factors. Identifying and using

the same equipment as in clinical practice led some to

articulate a sense of comfort (quote 4). Beyond a sense

of comfort with the equipment, participants also

discussed links between confidence and being able to

practice the LP process (quote 5). Furthermore, the

opportunity for repetitive practice of these experiences

served to confirm their sense of confidence (quote 6).

The extent to which participants discussed terms

like comfort and confidence suggests that they sought

links between these subjective feelings and elements in

the learning context, whether those were tangible

pieces of equipment or the feeling of knowing that

comes with repetitive practice.27 As others have

noted, however, confidence is not necessarily indica-

tive of competence.28 Moreover, confidence is only 1

component of a trainee’s model of learning.

Theme 3: Developing a Model of Learning

Social cognitivist theorists note a tension between

learners’ focus on processes (ie, the specific steps in a

LP) and their focus on outcomes (ie, obtaining

CSF).29,30 Our analysis showed that participants

discussed the importance of learning the processes

of LP (quote 7). However, rather than emphasizing

process throughout the entire cycle of SRL (ie, from

preparation to performance to reflection), partici-

pants appeared to prioritize forming a perfect plan

(quote 8). In so doing, they appeared to consider the

LP algorithm as something to be memorized, and

their monitoring involved identifying which steps they

did not remember (quotes 9 and 10).

In addition to reflecting after performance, some

participants described reflecting on their actions in the

moment (quote 11). Thus, participants’ thoughts

about process seemed restricted to the time before

and after (rather than during) their performance.

Furthermore, in thinking about process, participants

emphasized learning strategies from other contexts

(eg, memorizing, not forgetting) that may not be

beneficial in a simulation context. While participants

discussed processes richly, they tended to focus

primarily on procedural outcomes, with an aim of

‘‘getting the fluid’’ (quote 12). They seemed to define

their success according to outcomes rather than

processes (quote 13).

TABLE 4
Representative Quotes for the Theme ‘‘Developing a Model of Learning’’

Theme Quotes

Developing a Model of Learning Quote 7. ‘‘In today’s example, the way I prepare things and the way I hold the

equipment tells me that ‘‘Yes, I’ve learned or no I haven’t,’’ mainly because I

realize the way I hold things and the way I prepare shows me a lot about my

understanding of how the procedure is done. If I have a very deep

understanding of how the procedure is done, my preparation will be very

precise.’’

Quote 8. ‘‘I think that I like to be someone who’s very organized in my approach,

so I like to have a clear idea in my head before I do something of what exactly

it is that I’m going to do, and I’m not someone who thinks as I’m going. I like

to pre-think things out. So, for me, before I actually attempt it I wanted to have

a review to make sure I knew the sequence in which I was going to do things.’’

Quote 9. ‘‘Paying attention to what I forget and seeing if I forget it the next time.

That’s pretty much [learning].’’

Quote 10. ‘‘Just getting all the steps correctly, making sure that if I missed

something in the pretest, then I would make a checklist of whatever I missed.’’

Quote 11. ‘‘And always I try to walk myself through any procedure before I do it.

Kind of, I guess, similar to what athletes do. You know, I get set up. You know,

even before I’m thinking of all the equipment and all the tools and all the extra

hands that I’ll need. Then I’ll get there, and then I’ll usually walk myself through

the procedure once. And then I almost have like an internal model as I’m going

through each step. And essentially I’m double-checking, telling OK, then this

step. What’s the next step now? Just to make sure I’m not cutting any corners

or potentially causing any harm.’’

Quote 12. ‘‘I think for me I would feel that I would be learning more if I was able

to get the fluid on more occasions than what I actually did.’’

Quote 13. ‘‘The main criterion was that I was successful with achieving the lumbar

puncture. The other criteria that were more minor were comfort holding the

tools and familiar with the technique for doing it.’’
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Discussion

We studied how residents think about and participate

in SRL during a common situation where they must

manage their own learning experience with a part-

task simulator. Residents reported that they worked

to discover the affordances and limitations of the

simulator; to form links between self-confidence,

comfort, and certain environmental factors; and to

develop a model of learning they used to interpret

performance challenges and successes. Our findings

have implications for instructional design of simula-

tion-based training, and add to the growing discourse

of SRL in health professions education.3–5,10,12,31

Integration With Previous Research and

Implications

Theories of SRL suggest that novices must first learn

the processes of successful task completion before

emphasizing performance outcomes.29,30 Instead, our

participants prioritized the outcomes of LP. In

developing their model of learning, participants

appeared to think about regulating many learning

strategies described in SRL theories, yet how they

prioritized those strategies did not match the theoret-

ical ideal. This incomplete integration may have

impacted performance, given our previously pub-

lished finding16 that this group’s average immediate

posttest score was 3.25 6 0.21 (mean 6 standard

error) on a 5-point global rating scale, where 3

represented minimally competent performance (ie,

ready only to perform LP under direct supervision).

Thus, a primary finding is the tension in how

residents prioritized their learning of performance

outcomes over performance processes. That prefer-

ence may be problematic given there is research that

shows novice learners benefiting most when they

prioritize processes over outcomes, which may help

them better understand how certain actions lead to

certain products.29,30 Medical trainees may be influ-

enced to emphasize outcomes due to the medical

training system encouraging residents to have an

outcome-focused perspective32,33 or because the

simulator’s most salient form of feedback was the

flow of CSF. The implications are that educators must

attend to (1) the preconceived notions trainees bring

with them to the learning context, including how they

interpret the objectives educators set for the session;

and (2) the feedback (and other information) provid-

ed by the simulator and how trainees might use that

information to interpret learning challenges and

learning successes. Informed by these findings, the

University of British Columbia internal medicine

program now explicitly encourages trainees to first

set process goals, followed by outcome goals, during

procedural skills simulation-based training sessions.

Regarding the processes of LP, residents discussed

their need to memorize or get ‘‘all the steps in my

head’’ primarily by reflecting on the steps they forgot.

As discussed, a process focus can benefit learning;

however, the residents’ emphasis on memorizing a

‘‘perfect plan’’ aligns with previous research showing

that residents tend to view such knowledge as static

once it is acquired.33 We argue that emphasizing such

rigid plans during simulation-based training might

limit performance in the more complicated clinical

context. A previous study showed that struggling

trainees self-monitored their learning effectively,

though they did not adapt their plans (ie, plans

became rigid) based on what they had monitored.10

The implications are that educators must help

residents to (1) recognize that a perfect plan in a

simulation context likely is not perfect in all contexts;

(2) monitor how their plan unfolds and flexibly

incorporate feedback to rework an ineffective plan;

and (3) understand how to modify an initial plan to

address different medical conditions or patients.

Trainees may be prompted to reflectively monitor

and adapt their plans more readily if educators design

simulation-based training to reflect the variability of

clinical practice, such as changing patient anatomy or

using levels of difficulty or challenge.

Residents’ responses to the interviews suggest that

they prioritized their learning of content over their

learning of strategies. They seemed to emphasize how

they learn LP rather than how they learn to learn

procedures in general. This absence of strategic

mindfulness in the early stage of training was also

found in a recent interview-based study of medical

students’ clinical reasoning.10 In our study, residents

may have prioritized content due to the design of the

session: the title was ‘‘LP skills training,’’ the objective

was to ‘‘learn LP,’’ the instructional video emphasized

how to complete a LP, and the entire room was set up

for LP training.

Without being explicitly asked to do so, novice

trainees may not spontaneously consider their learn-

ing strategies, or they may not have conscious

awareness of their use of strategies at an early stage

of training.3,34 In addition, the 1-hour practice time

may have been too short for their learning processes

to develop to the point that they could talk about

them. No matter the explanation, previous studies

have shown the benefits of training that supports

trainees as they experiment with learning strategies.14

We advocate for educators to design simulation-based

training that teaches trainees both the content and the

strategies of SRL that will prepare them for future

learning in various contexts.35,36
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Limitations of our study include a small sample size

from a single institution. As is typical in the

interpretive paradigm, we chose quotes that we

judged to represent each theme, knowing that they

do not reflect the experience and perspective of

individual residents in the study. We might have had

different results had we recruited more advanced

residents, provided a longer training session, or

focused on residents in a procedural specialty. One

interviewer (R.H.) was the internal medicine program

director at the time, which may have affected

participants’ responses. A recommended next step is

to study trainees’ strategic mindfulness and self-

regulation in different training environments with

different types and levels of instructor involvement.

We also suggest that training should target residents’

abilities to be adaptive and flexible33,37 in how they

approach clinical problems by emphasizing clinical

variability (eg, simulators with a broad range of

difficulty or performance with different team mem-

bers present in uniquely constructed contexts).38,39

Conclusion

Aspects of the training environment, such as a

simulator’s limitations, can impact the models of

SRL residents develop and use. Our findings suggest

that residents assign the greatest weight to achieving

procedural outcomes, and that they believe that part-

task simulators enable them to learn routine versions

of a procedural skill. We recommend that in addition

to focusing on the content to be learned, educators

and researchers design training experiences that raise

awareness of and potentially include assessment of

how trainees use learning strategies.
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